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SPRING

BY: ALANNA HENDREN
DDA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

2020 was a transformative year for Developmental
Disabilities Association due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
We sat down with DDA’s Executive Director to see how
things have changed for DDA from the organizational point
of view and how things look moving forward into the New
Year.

As the Executive Director of an
organization, how has the last year
changed the way you look at DDA
on the whole?
The arrival of COVID early in 2020 changed everyone’s
life globally like nothing else could. Countries were in and
out of quarantine, disinformation flourished, supply chains
failed, economies tanked and social distancing pushed us
in isolation – able to rely only on the few people in our
‘bubbles’ and the rest of the world only online.
COVID hit DDA like a house on fire when one of our residents
in Richmond came home from his day program, offered by
another agency, unknowingly infected other residents and
staff. We immediately created a specialized COVID team
who replaced the staff team that was off sick or exposed.
We owe the success of these efforts to our fantastic staff,
who did not let our people down. We had stocked up with
PPE before the pandemic hit B.C., which helped keep
everyone safe, but throughout DDA – Infant Development,
Child Care, Community, Employment, Residential staff and
at-home providers all rose to the challenge and unleashed
their creative forces to get us, collectively, through these
difficult times.

Is there anything from an operational
point of view that you dramatically
changed because of COVID?
I was amazed at how well families adapted and changed
with us, understanding that we could not risk visits in some
cases and in others, offering services online. Individuals
and families adjusted to the change in our adult day and
employment program to in person outreach, online and
on-site services. I have always been inspired by the resilience
of the people who we support. They are generally good at
adapting. Folks diagnosed with autism have a much more
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difficult time but once they established new routines, they
began to relax and enjoy life again. We were fortunate to
have a robust online infrastructure in place before COVID,
so we just expanded it, flipped online within about one
week and combined it with in-person work where we could.
We had also invested many years and money in developing
a small assistive technology department, which accelerated
during COVID so staff could have more tools to learn and
have some fun with the people they support.

What surprised you the most in
2020?
My biggest surprise was that the folks who live in our group
homes have endured almost one full year of social isolation
together and got along, stayed busy and had fun. I’m not
sure I could have done that. Of course some people got ill,
mostly from diseases related to aging and some people had
a terrible time understanding why we took the community
away from them, but overall, everyone did well. Some left
their day programs for good because they enyoyed the
slower pace at home in their elder years.
The biggest challenge during COVID was staffing. Like all
businesses, we had uncertainty built into staffing because
we could not predict if someone would be exposed to the
virus in their lives and have to self-isolate. We had staffing
shortages before we had our first COVID cases and they
lasted until fairly recently. Staff postponed vacations due
to travel bans so that helped out. The close call with
COVID helped us realize we had to put a singular focus
on recruitment, retention and training. We have to realign
some of our systems to improve efficiency, communication
and our provision of supports to managers and front-line
staff. We also maximized the ability of technology to assist
clients and staff will be developing that capacity within DDA
into the future and perhaps even extend it to other areas.
We’re also increasing our investment in our employees by
developing online training, which increases accessibility for
all staff.
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What saddened you the most in Has the government(s) been
2020 with respect to DDA?
doing enough to protect our most
vulnerable?
The saddest day of 2020 for me was the death of John
Nielsen, our Past President. John contributed so much to
DDA over the last 20 years or so – he even enticed his wife,
an award-winning educator – to join our board. Everyone at
DDA loved John. He supported and valued the work of our
staff and presided in a time of accelerated financial stability
for DDA. John played a major role on our Trust Board,
together with his friend, Bill Adams. I am sad about the loss
of both men to DDA, their families and their communities.
John passed after living with Parkinson’s but COVID had
hit so his family had limited access. We lost our chance to
support them in their grieving, which would normally take
place at a funeral. The loss of our traditions was saddening
for all of us.
I had other moments of sadness – I was sad to have to
restrict my activities, like everyone else. I was sad that DDA
lost opportunities for community inclusion and in-person
celebrations. I was very sad about the residents and staff
who got COVID and had to suffer. There was too much
sadness in 2020 - people lost businesses, tourism virtually
shut down, no one could leave the country or even the
province and of course anything that impacts everyone
else impacts the people who we support. I feel sad just
thinking of 2020! But the adaptability, creativity and the joy
of the people who we support and DDA staff were really an
inspiration. I had to plan for worst case scenarios in the early
days and none of those plans were necessary.
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I can’t really speak for other community living organizations
but I think everyone has the welfare of people with
developmental disabilities at heart. The government has
done as good a job as possible.
Generally, COVID highlighted the weaknesses in government
processes and business operations and showed what
worked and what didn’t. I’m sure everyone has learned a lot
about their families, coworkers, friends and support systems
in 2020, a year that showed us what is most important in life
and what is just rat-race noise is. I loved that caregivers got
more recognition – Health Care, Social Services and Child
Care workers have always deserved far more status, respect
and admiration than they receive. Care is one thing that has
not yet been adequately monetized because it’s generally
invisible, but it became visible in 2020 when the essentiality
of these services was recognized, sometimes with people
banging pots and pans at 7 p.m.
I hope they enjoy their new status after COVID dies down.

What was the hardest thing to deal
with in 2020 as the leader of an
organization?
My biggest day of panic was when COVID hit us very early
and we had to stop the spread so everyone could stay safe.
We didn’t know much about it yet, Public Health Orders
had not yet come down, so the bureaucracies we usually
rely on for direction had not yet developed any policy. So
we were left on our own, which was intense for one or two
weeks. It was a big responsibility and lives were at stake.
That was probably the scariest time. But I saw what DDA
could achieve in a crisis and we succeeded so far. Our
broader DDA community came through in unexpectedly
generous ways. We even succeeded in our Mission to Save
Christmas. The crisis showed us what we are made of.
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A VANCOUVER FIRST:
STREET TO BE NAMED AFTER A
PERSON WITH A DISABILITY
For the first time in Vancouver’s history a street will be
named after a person with a disability. Jeanette Street,
named after Jeanette Andersen, will be on the site of the
proposed George Pearson Centre Redevelopment Project
on W. 57th Avenue in Vancouver. Originally built in 1952
to treat people with tuberculosis and polio, the current
George Pearson Centre is home to 114 people with
complex medical and physical conditions. When the new
development opens, the institution will close permanently
and the area will be transformed into a vibrant and
inclusive community for all.

JOBS WEST:
MICHELLE AT SMALL
VICTORY BAKERY

Vancouver City staff worked collaboratively to achieve this
huge accomplishment with the Civic Asset Naming
Committee and the Persons with Disabilities Advisory
Committee.  It took over 7 years of advocacy and
deliberate collaboration, but on February 10th, 2021
Jeanette Street finally passed. Once the George Pearson
redevelopment is complete, a plaque highlighting her
contribution to the community will be placed along Jeanette Street.

Jobs West would like to congratulate Michelle on her paid
employment as a Dishwasher and occasional Food Prep/
Packaging Assistant at Small Victory Bakery!
Since joining Jobs West, Michelle has gained experience
through multiple jobs within the food service industry, which
ultimately led her to her role at Small Victory Bakery. Michelle
has always demonstrated a confident and positive attitude in
every role that she has been in and is known for her
punctuality.
In September of 2020, Michelle had officially been employed
for 2 years. This was a milestone that Michelle and the
Employment Specialist had identified as a goal prior to her
start date at Small Victory Bakery and it was a pleasure for the
Jobs West team to see Michelle achieve this.

Stricken with polio at a young age, Jeanette Andersen
spent most of her adolescence living in an iron lung,
viewing the world through a small mirror placed near her
head. Throughout her life she was involved in many
projects in B.C. including the BC Association for
Individualized Technology and Supports for People with
Disabilities (BCITS), the Provincial Respiratory Outreach
Program (PROP), and collaborated with Board members at
Disability Alliance BC to enable equality and inclusion for
people with disabilities.

Small Victory Bakery has been a great employer for Michelle,
ensuring customization of her role and schedule whenever
needed and job coaching support when appropriate.
Michelle also received in-depth performance appraisals that
the Employment Specialist participated in, which played an
immense role in Michelle’s ability to apply feedback and level
up her skills. In the future,

Jeanette was one of the first persons to live in the
community and moved into her own home at Noble House
which she helped establish as a model for accessibility. She
was a long-term Board member of the Disability Alliance
of BC, and a member of the City of Vancouver Persons
with Disabilities Advisory Committee for many years where
she advocated for increased accessibility in city planning
and housing. In 1998 she was a founding member of the
Community Residents Mentor Association (CARMA). She
mentored Pearson residents because she loved her home
and she wanted others to have the chance to create their
own homes. Jeannette remained a mentor and friend to
the Pearson residents until her death on June 7, 2016 at
the age of 77.

Michelle hopes to incorporate more food prep duties into her
role as she is very passionate about the sweet treats and food
that Small Victory Bakery has to offer.
Congratulations Michelle!

Jobs West Employment Services
#411 – 2150 West Broadway
Vancouver, B.C., V6K 4L9
info@jobswest.ca
(604) 732 7776
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ANNA JACKSON:
DDA is probably one of the most inclusive employers in
the province. We connected with one of our new practicum students, Anna Jackson, who has Autism, to find out
why she chose DDA and this line of work.
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Tell us about yourself! What do
you do for fun outside of work?

What is the best part about
working for DDA?

My name is Anna and I am a 3rd-year social work student
at UBC. Before social work, I studied agriculture,
mathematics, and languages; traveled around the world,
and had a few fantastic fireside chats. I have quite a
number of special interests, but to unwind and center
myself I make creature dolls. I enjoy the process of
imagining a creature, drawing it, making a pattern,
and finally sewing and sculpting the final doll. It is very
satisfying seeing a figment of my imagination turn into
something tangible and real.

In my experience so far, DDA is at the crossroads of a lot of
different social services and government
organizations. Because of this positioning, I got exposed
to a lot of organizations and people, which in turn allowed
me to start making my first ever professional connections
in social work. This has been immensely valuable to me.
Also, shout out to Mahvash, DDA’s Family Support
Program Manager. I started at DDA as a complete novice
and she has been very patient with me and very
supportive. I have learned so much from her.

Why have you chosen this line of
work?

What funny incident stands out to
you while working at DDA?

Honestly, I just like people. I love listening to people’s
stories and learning from them. In my mind, everyone’s
life is akin to a novel; an adventure we can go on
together. And that is just magical. I have been looking
for a profession in which I can learn something new
every day and one where I can use all my diverse skills
and social work definitely fits that bill. Plus, with social
work, you never know where you will end up since the
field is so broad and that sounds amazing to me!

I wish I could tell you something funny, but the pandemic
put a bit of a damper on all that. I work from home a lot
of the time and one thing I can tell you is that my pajama
pant collection went from two pairs to seven! My
wardrobe is currently experiencing the Zoom effect,
business on the top, pajamas on the bottom.

Where would you like to be 5
years from now?

How has working during the
pandemic been for you?

Five years from now I hope to be getting close to
finishing my PhD and running a small counseling practice
working with adults on the autism spectrum. But who
knows, if I end up at the UN I won’t complain either.

Oh, this is where being autistic comes in very handy. I am
naturally okay living with reduced social contact and I was
never really into handshaking or hugs. So, I think being
autistic is helping me cope a little better. I am also used to
working online and communicating via video
conferencing. However, the isolation is starting to affect
even me in a negative way. I miss being able to have board
game nights with friends and going out to explore the city.
I have now binge-watched everything on Netflix and am
on an umpteenth time of playing Zelda. I really miss
experiencing the real world! Thus, I sure hope the
pandemic will be over soon.

As a person diagnosed with autism, what would you like the
world to know about you?
Autism is a big part of my identity that is why I use
identity-first language when talking to people, as in: “I
am autistic”. I love being autistic since having an autistic
brain allowed me to experience so much of the world,
learn so many things, connect with other autistics, and
generally have some good times. I want people to know
that being autistic is not a tragedy, that we don’t need to
be fixed or made normal, that being autistic is just being
different and that is A-Ok. I think that autistic people,
including myself, bring a lot of brightness and joy into the
world, making the world better and richer for everyone.

What have you learned about
yourself working at DDA?
Before starting my practicum I was not sure if I can actually
do social work as an autistic person. But, working at DDA
and especially with Mahvash gave me a lot of confidence
that I can do it and that I can be good at it.

Anna certainly has a bright
future and DDA could not be
more proud.
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AZURE’S CHRISTMAS
STORY
By: Lornale Monteclaro
Azure’s house was busy holiday planning for things to do especially during the
pandemic times.
We had a meeting and were making plans to bring the old Christmas tree out
from the shed. Everyone was so happy and excited discussing Christmas,
especially Socrates. He understands every last detail. Socrates was assisting with
taking out the decorations from the shed. The last week of November the tree
was out, I could see Socrates face light up expecting the lights to come on. We
started to put up the tree with Socrates assistance. I started handling out
decorations one by one until the tree was full of decorations.

CAROLING THROUGH
QUARANTINE

Excitement was in the air. Rafael stood up wanted to help too. George was
looking curiously and Arthur was singing with a big smile. We have a beautiful,
colourful and elegant Christmas tree at Azure house, and the whole living room
is decorated with lights and ornaments.

By: Julia Getchell
Usually the holiday season is filled with parties and coming together at
Grandview. We like to invite family, friends and other programs to come
over and celebrate with us.

The looks on their faces, the big smiles, and clapping hands that’s the real spirit
of Christmas around the house. Every morning Socrates turns on the Christmas
lights before breakfast, then sits with his cup of coffee and admiring the tree
with his roommates. The Azure men and families are our inspiration. We have a
lot to be thankful for. Many thanks to DDA and the whole Azure team.

Little did we know that Valentine’s day was the first and last in-person party
we were able to have in 2020. Although we missed being together, social
distancing meant finding new ways to show that we care about each other.
During the year, we sent out activities to do at home, did
individual outreach, and had many, many Zoom meetings. But we wanted
to do something special for Christmas, since it is a holiday many of our
clients and staff look forward to! At Grandview we love to sing in the New
Year with our weekly music class.

Wishing everyone happy holidays and the best in 2021.

Every week we sing new songs and old classics, but in December we
especially love Christmas carols. Since some of our clients have been
staying home, we decided to bring the holiday cheer to them with some
door-to-door caroling. It seems cheesy, but we wanted to see people in
person even if it was from far away on their front lawn.
It was the first time some of us had been together since March and the
excitement was buzzing in the air as we approached each house. We took
two days to drive all around Vancouver delivering gifts and singing songs.
Though caroling gets a bad reputation for being annoying or old
fashioned, it really was a highlight of the year for many of us.
To quote Elf: it seems “The best way to spread Christmas cheer is singing
loud for all to hear.”
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GAME TOURNAMENT:
GRAND PRIZE WINNER

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT:
GAME TOURNAMENT
Laughter, light and love radiated through our programs this
holiday season!
For the first time, DDA’s Assistive Technology Department
held a Game Tournament, Photo Scavenger Hunt and Bingo
Event to end the year with some holiday cheer. Our clients
were motivated to win some exciting prizes and get
familiarized with the wonderful features of the iPad and
Zoom. We held four rounds of the Game Tournament, each
round focusing on different apps like Angry Birds, Dream
Piano and Fruit Ninja.

Hi, I am Doug, Doug Harrison.
I live at E55th. avenue assisted living Home with my 2
roommates in my unit and other 5 individuals under the
same roof, but different units.
I enjoy being active and to communicate with staff team as
well as my house mates. You need help? I am always there.
During the pandemic I am keeping myself safe and busy
through Zoom conferencing with Joy fellowship church
services, my day program activities and talking to my girl
friend and my sister. I also do walking as regular daily
activity. I have passion for solving the puzzles and I am
good at it.

For the Photo Scavenger Hunt, we assigned 3 clues (trio of
ugliest holiday sweaters, the brightest holiday star, and a
singing snowman) to programs and were seeking for clients
to be as creative and curious with their responses - and we
got exactly that! Lastly, we held the Bingo tournament for
3 days and saw a high turnout on Zoom. With clients being
able to greet one another, see their friends over Zoom and
feel a sense of community, our Bingo Tournament was a huge
success!

I thoroughly enjoy on-line video games and have recently
won Grand Prize for 2021 Game Tournament organized by
DDA Assistive technology department.

The Assistive Technology Department hopes to promote,
build and spread more joy for our clients through technology
with further upcoming events!
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HOLIDAY FUN
WITH DDA

DANCE-A-THON:
2021
A big thanks to Blue Cross and the YWCA for putting on a
massive online Dance-A-Thon on February 3rd!
Many of DDA’s group homes took part in the activity
including Sherry and Laurie from Dartmoor!
The Dance-A-Thon featured 5 hours of music, dance, and
fun hosted by Johanna Ward and led by local DJ’s including
Virgin Radio’s DJ Flipout and other YWCA fitness
instructors.
The YWCA managed to raise over $50,000, which went well
above its goal of $35,000!
Funds raised from the Y Dance-A-Thon will go towards
YWCA essential services and resources for women and
their children, including housing, violence prevention
programs, mentorship, and single mothers’ support
services.

12
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A COVID CHRISTMAS:
DDA CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTRES
Our Holiday celebrations at the child care centres looked
somewhat different this year due to Covid safety protocols.
DDA teams were very innovative for Santa visits and we
were happy to see our traditions continue; with only a few
tweaks needed. Santa wore a mask everywhere he went
and visited outdoors at some centres. There were
physically distanced photos taken and even Mrs. Claus was
spotted at Berwick CDC (recently retired manager, Diane
Burgar).
Videos of the children singing carols were shared with
families and fun activities were planned across the
department.

14
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TAX TIPS
2021
What can persons with disabilities claim as a deduction
or credit?
If you are a person with a disability or you support
someone with a disability, you may be able to claim on
your income tax and benefit return the deductions and tax
credits listed below.
• Disability Tax Credit
• Canada Caregiver Credit
• Child Care Expenses
• Disability Supports Deduction
• Spouse or Common-Law Partner Amount
• Amount for an Eligible Dependant
• Your Tuition, Educations, Text Book Amounts
• Tuition Amount Transferred from a Child
• Amounts Transferred from Your Spouse or
Common-Law Partner
• Eligible Medical Expenses
• Home Accessibility Expenses
• Refundable Medical Expense Supplement
• For More Information Go To: www.canada.ca
Did you or your loved ones recieve the Canadian
Emergency Response Benefit?
How much tax will I have to pay on CERB?
Did you or a loved one collect the Canadian Emergency
Response Benefit (CERB)? CERB taxes were not withheld
at source; it will be collected as part of your income taxes
in 2021. In other words, the CRA will view your CERB
payments as part of your total employment income. This
means that tax bills this year won’t be that different. There
isn’t a special “CERB tax” that you will have to pay
separately. Your taxes will be calculated based on your
total income for the year, CERB and employment income
combined.
What if I received a CERB overpayment?
The CRA has already started issuing formal collection
letters to Canadians who have received CERB
overpayments. How did overpayments happen? When
CERB was first announced, Canadians could apply through
either Service Canada or the CRA. However, some people
applied for the benefit through both agencies, oftentimes
by accident, and received a double payment. If this
happened to you, the best course of action is to use the
CRA’s CERB repayment tool.

What if I can’t repay it?
Apply for taxpayer relief. If you can’t pay your tax debt due
to events beyond your control, like a serious illness, natural
disaster, or loss of employment, you may apply for tax
relief, which can waive or cancel penalties or interest. You
may also need to engage the services of a tax professional
to assist you with this application.
Reducing tax debt through a consumer proposal
It may be possible to negotiate with the CRA about the
amount of tax you owe by filing a consumer proposal. A
consumer proposal is a legal form of debt forgiveness,
sanctioned by the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act that
provides protection from your creditors including the CRA.

HELP COMPLETING YOUR RETURN?
Disability Alliance BC has a free tax preparation service that assists those on PWD and income assistance.
To access their service, please call (236) 477 1717.
Otherwise, if you qualify for the Community Volunteer Income Tax Program and have a simple tax
situation, a trained volunteer will help you complete your 2019 income tax and benefit return.
To find a Community Volunteer Income Tax Program clinic near you, go to www.canada.ca or call the CRA
Individuals Income Tax Enquiries line at 1 800 959 828.

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT FINANCIAL PLANNING AND TAX CREDITS?
Contact the Family Support and Advocacy Program at (604) 327 9111

Please be aware that due to COVID-19, paper filing
may delay your assessment.
Online services are fast, secure and convenient
We encourage Canadians to file their taxes online and sign
up for direct deposit to get their refund faster, avoid any
delays, and reduce your potential exposure to COVID 19.
The CRA’s digital services are the fastest and easiest way to
view your tax and benefit information. We encourage you
to sign up for My Account ahead of time, and gather all
your information for filing your return.
Several NETFILE certified software products are available,
some of which are free. Go to canada.ca/netfile to see
the list of products. NETFILE is fast, easy, and convenient.
If you are registered for My Account, you can also use
Auto-fill my return to quickly fill in parts of your return with
information the CRA has on file.
Other ways you can file:
• The Community Volunteer Income Tax Program. If you
have a modest income and a simple tax situation, a
volunteer may be able to do your taxes for free. This year,
volunteers may be able to complete and file your taxes
virtually by video conference, by phone, or through a
document drop-off arrangement. For more information, go
to canada.ca/taxes-help.
• File my Return. If you have a low or fixed income, you
may be able to use File my Return. It’s a service that lets
you file your return by answering a series of short
questions through a secure, dedicated, and automated
telephone service. If you filed a paper return last year and
are eligible to use File my Return, you will receive your
personalized invitation letter with the 2020 Income tax
package we will mail to you. Starting February 22, 2021,
you can use File my Return to quickly file your return by
phone.

COVID-19 VACCINE CONSENT:
FOR PEOPLE WITH
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Icon made by Monkik from www.flaticon.com

While the pandemic continues to drag on, there is a sliver
of hope in several vaccines being distributed around the
world.
It is vitally important that people with developmental
disabilities, who have the capacity to make informed,
personal decisions, understand they have a choice to
either receive a COVID-19 vaccine or not. Informed
consent is an essential pre-condition to receive a vaccine
of any kind. It is also wise to ask your doctor if you should
get vaccinated.
To learn more about the steps involved in obtaining
consent for vaccination go to the BC Centre for Disease
Control’s website at www.bccdc.ca.
The BCCDC offers instructional videos about situations
where individuals need to demonstrate capacity to give
consent, as well as what happens for individuals who are
not able to give consent. Downloadable consent forms are
also available.
Icon made by Smashicons from www.flaticon.com
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TECH REVIEWS
BY: KEEGAN NEWBERRY

CALMER/CALMER NIGHT

DREAMPAD

Calmer is a small silicone in-ear device worn similarly to ear plugs. This device is marketed towards individuals who
may be sound sensitive and advertised as reducing extraneous background noise to improve sound quality and reduce
stress. Flare Audio has produced 2 versions of the product: Calmer is designed to be worn during the day and is
available in regular and mini sizes; Calmer Night is made of softer material and designed to be worn while sleeping.
This version of the product is only available in regular size. Neither product impairs the ability to hear, but rather
reduces sounds on either end of the frequency spectrum.

Dreampad is a high-tech pillow advertised as a sleep aid and sensory solution. Embedded within the pillow is a Bluetooth-enabled intrasound speaker that transmits vibrational sound once paired with the accompanying iOS/Android
app. The pillow was designed to allow the user to hear and feel sound without this sound being audible to others. The
Dreampad has been part of several research studies and is targeted towards supporting users with dementia, autism,
ADHD, and PTSD.

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Ease of Use: Grab and Go

Calmer/Calmer Night

PRODUCER:
Flare Audio Ltd.

PRODUCER:

Adaptability: Some Personalization Possible

DreamPad

COMPATABILITY
N/A

SUB-CATEGORY

$149.00 USD

Accessibility: Suitable for Almost All Users

COMPATABILITY
iOS/Android

Cost vs. Value: Worthwhile Expense

SUB-CATEGORY

Calmer is a powerful product with results that exceed
expectations for its small size and simplicity of design. For
individuals who experience auditory sensitivities, such as
those with autism, ADHD, or sensory processing disorders,
results can be immediate – providing relief from sensory
over-stimulation and reducing stress and anxiety levels.
Calmer was tested in a number of environments and
universally was found to decrease sensory stress, increase
focus, and improve hearing clarity of both speech and
music when background noise was present.

Accessibility: Suitable for Almost All Users
Cost vs. Value: Worthwhile Expense

Auditory

Sensory

when assessing appropriateness – a user who is unable to
insert the device when under stress may still benefit from
inserting Calmer before entering a loud environment to
prevent overstimulation from ever occurring. The potential
benefits far outweigh barriers which may need to be
overcome, with little risk of negative outcomes and at
non-prohibitive expense. Calmer is a device which shows
high value and is a recommended addition for any sensory
toolkit.

Significant fine motor control is needed to insert the
device which creates a barrier for use for individuals with
fine motor impairments - who may need assistance placing
and removing Calmer. Due to their small size and precision
of placement needed, individuals experiencing high levels
of stress due to auditory over-stimulation may also struggle
to use the device independently when needed. There
is an inherent risk of losing an item of this size should
it be dropped and this too should be considered when
evaluating costs and appropriateness of this tool – though
Flare Audio does offer secure keychain carrying capsules
for purchase as an alternative to the fabric case which
comes with the product.

The research studies conducted with Dreampad showed
varying results. Consistently across all subject pools,
Dreampad decreased frequency of nighttime awakenings
and perceived quality of sleep – though this data was
primarily anecdotal. Dreampad did not consistently
increase the amount of sleep, however; several studies
– particularly those with child subject groups – did find
that there was a decrease in length of time to fall asleep.
It is possible to attribute these results to the sensory
stimulation provided by the intrasound speakers which
support the use of the Dreampad as a sensory integration
strategy.

of apps, the sound quality could be improved and user
experimentation should be encouraged for those who
find the sensory stimulation beneficial. Without additional
enhancements, Dreampad is an expensive pillow for the
base features it provides. For those whose cost is not a
limiting factor, Dreampad offers a unique sensory sleep
solution and a comfortable place to rest your head.

As a speaker-pillow hybrid, it is significantly more
comfortable than using headphones but there are
limitations in volume levels, sound quality, and music
selection. Strictly as a sound production device, these
limitations detract from functionality and make the
Dreampad a less than ideal choice for users seeking an
alternative audio solution. Expansion of the audio library
and increased ability to personalize audio output would
improve the user experience – this may be possible
through the use of third-party apps.
Overall Dreampad is a comfortable pillow that may be
appropriate as a sensory solution for some users. Though
instructions were needed for initial set-up, those provided
were clear and easy to follow. With the right combination

Calmer can be considered both as a preventative tool and
as a reactive solution to auditory overstimulation. How
this tool is to be used should be taken into consideration
18

Adaptability: Some Personalization Possible

COST

COST
$36.00 USD

Ease of Use: Grab and Go

Dreampad
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